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ABSTRACT
The Kansas City School Behaisior Project was an

expetiment intended to enhance the social-emotional development of
individual pupils through treatment's:5f mild behavioral disturbances
and primary prevention programs; utilizing the teachers in their
roles as 4roap leaders: The teachers in the experimental group
received summer training in the methods and techniques of small group
interadtion, and were given support through'the school year by
project 'staff in weekly meetings. An epidemiologic follow-up
indicated more positive teacher ratings of work habits and fewer
.abseices. Data from family files demonstrated prevention effects,
whereas school data viried, showing limited positive effects and some
negative effects. Community data from police and juvenile court tend
to confirm the preveniion effect, though pcilicesdatags positive
e'ffect wote off in the firal year. Recommendations for future
implementation and evaluation of this approach are suggested. (KS)
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PREVENTIVE OUTCOMES .usmALL GROUP EDUCATION WITH SCHOOL AGE.CHILDREN

.An Epidemiologic Follow Up of the Kansas City School Behavior PrOject

,

Problem
Definition,

The impetus for the Kansas City School Behavior.Project derived \
from difficulties posed for the schools by pupils who did not function
successfully or satisfactorily with.their fellow human beings. Efforts

to solve these problems through clinical service arrangements had .

proven,inadequ#te. to the need. A committee composed of representatives
of'the Kansas City School.District, the Grea,ter Kansas City Mental
Health Foundation, and the School of'Education at the university
met to explore the nature of the problem, assess needs and develop
Ickeas for action programs. TheNcommittee_developed a primary
prevention strategy which would deal with existing problems, and
prevent the development of aerlious behavioral.disturbances in future.

years. This work culminated in an aCtion-research propotal to NIMH.

The program was initiatedby Boiler Wadsworth, then president of
the school board, who asked the newly formed mental.health foundation
if some real prevention could be done, instead of just talked about.
He offered a $25,000 seed-money grant for the purpose. The.foundation

director, Dr. bert Barnes, accepted the challenge. NIMH was active
in the early pTanning procesa, largely in the person of Dr. William

Hollister.

Goals and
Objectives

The Kansas City School Behavior'project was an expe-iment inten
to enhanCe the social-emotional development of ind vidu pupils. T

lprogram was expected to treat mild behavioral distur an s in childr

in /the school setting, to prev'ent severe behavioral isturbances among

these children in the adolescent yeardi and to have this effect in,the
total community as well as It the.school setting. The design was-to be
executed within the resources of the personnel and time budget of the
regular school system, utilizing the teathers in their roleaas group

leaders. People in Kansas City felt that any long range solution
would iequire extensive effort on the prevention of behavioral problems
rather than on treatment after the problem became serious. Such

efforts were to be directed iowerd the'development of classroom methods
and techniques in which teachers could be trained. These methods and
techniques were intended to produce learningconditions in the classroom
which would.be more emotionally healthful for all children.
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Intervention

Teachers in the experiment were regular sixth grade teachertjn

the Kansas City school-System.- Sixty teachers were selected from a

pool of 90 volunteers, and divided into an experimental And a control

group'. The teaChers in the exPerimental group received summer
training in the methods and techniques of.small group interaction,
and were given support throughOut the experimental school year by .

project staff directed toward assisting the teachers'in their
efforts to implement the new approach in the classroom.

A multi-disciplinary approach was used, derived from concepts
in educational sociology, group dyna:Lics, psychology and psychotherapy.
The eXploration of feelings, the use of small groups as a vehicle
for social.,and academic,motivation, and the recognit on of and dealing
with social system and social clhss differences were çhee central
themes in the training program. The teacher Was taugfit to relinquish

her authoritative tioaition and to become a resource yerson and.group

member.
,

.The two b7eek summer workshop, primarily training in small gioup

techniques, inLuded daily problem-oriented sssions. After the
woikshop, teachers met as small'groups with project staff once a week
throughout the school year, discussing problems and thniques of
implementatiOn. Advanced seminars were offered the followingyear

by popular demand. .

The children said school was more fun than it was in straight
rowa.. Pupils had more opportunities for verbal interaction, and
felt they had a better understanding of themselves and others. Peer

support was valued highly, as well'as opportunities to lead, and to

be open. Behavior of disruptive plipils improved, as did that of the
withdrawn...:Appropriate flexibility seemed to be the general outcome',

for all ofthe children.

p.

Implemen'aqon
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'In ierms of the eff rt involved for teachers, school administrators
and students, the program s. well within the reach of any school syStem.

Teacher training and support for the schools at all-levels COuld be

accomplished through ammunity mental health centers. The intervention

process can be used very effectively without any signifi4nt
expenditure of funds.



ThelCansaAlt)y.jchool Behavior project was intended to devise.

and test the effectiveness of a program of action for primary
prevention. Early data indicated there might be positive results
for one. Segment of the pupil population three years.after'the
axperiment"tOok/Olace. This pattern of differences was observed'in
referrals, susOensions,.absence rr4tes and teacher ratings.

We Aose&Ain epidamiologic follow-up-to answer our questions
abodt the/outcome of the project. :The strate6 for the analysis was:
1) to teat again for positive or netatiVe outcome, with "emphasdis on
the ninth graAgyear, but also checking for earliersfindings which
might/tie Titcome more closely to intervention; 2) to teat whether
.the/Apparent ninth.grade year finding could be shown to persistinto
ti,4 following two grade year's; 3) to test whether this apparent
grevention effeCt could bp buttressed with data from outside the
/school system, giving it both greater credence\and value; and 4) io

attempt to specify epidemiologic conditionseunder which the prevention

effect.was valid or invalid, op/Was more or less pronounced. If the

data produced'answers in these:sareas, we fele we could reasonably
make recomMendations for the detign of future-intervention efforts
for the health of children and youth consisLent wit our findings
and our understanding of the relationships among the ikportant
factorivdelimited in.our analysis.

Our attempt to answer these questioni required data coIaection:
. ,

1) of absenct rates, teacher ratings and family file referrals\for-

behavior problems for-two further school years, extending the time
of the follow up to five years, or the eleven,* grade year; and 2),

police records and juvenile court records for the entire life of each
child.in the socio-economic cohort up to and including the eleventh

'grade year. Many other indicators might have been used. Our Concern

was diat we duplicate the earlier dataon a longer time ltne, and that

we utilize real-life variables; records which are kept as an ordinary'

process, 'not.conjured up for our benefit, and records which, are

consequential in the lives of children ilvtbeir communities.'.

In order to give the most conservptive answer:to these questions
we assumed the nUll hypothesis, pooled(the.experimental and control

group frequencies, and compared the experi6ntal condition with the 4
(pooled) expected frequtnies. We alio made the standard experimental/
control_comperisons characteristic b characteristic,. forrinvestigators

more.familiar with that- Procesaa its -OUtcome proptrtits;

Processing the data from pr iqus follow up investigations, and

some new data from our search indicate& that the ExPeriMental and

gontrol groups were indeed comparable. Differences inthe outcome

. charts shauld not be attributed to loss in follow up, or dropping.,
oui, or social and icon6mic differences% Loss rates were well within
acceptable.limits (lmss-than 102 aVer five years) and a review of the
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characteristics of remaining pupils does not suggdst any special

hias. There wereeto statistically significant differences in
dropping out, in the Experimental and Control comparisons. The

neighborhoods the elementary schools served were carefully matched

for socio-economic status. All neighborhoods involved were in one
socireconomic category, the lowest in Warners five category break-

down. Bussing had not yet begun. Stanford-Binet scores produced

means for the two groups within .3 ,of each other. Behavior problem

data recorded in the achools, juvenile court and the police files,

if ahything, favored the control condition.

Early analysis for comparability of the Experimental and Control

groups suggested three epidemiologic variables which might affect

outcome: 1) sex, 2) race, or ethnic identification and 3) later
school environments in junior and senior high. The experiment took

place in sixth grade. From there, most students went on to junior
highs, scattering sgmetltat in the various schools in their part of

the school district.

Once we were satisfied that the control group and the experi-

mental group were sufficiently comparable for analysis, we

study population into six study groups which were homogeneous for -

sex,,race or ethnic classification and schools attended after the

experimental year.

..4;
We found that you could do something about what happens to a

kid,in high school, in terms of social behavior, by teaching certain

skills to a sixth grade teacher.

School data 'indicate a prevention effect dating from the .

expeqmental year, demonstrated initeacher Ratings of work habits,

taking responsibility, getting along with others and self-control.

By teacher estimate ,then, the experiment.worked. Absences rom,

school suggeet that the students estimated a positive effect as

well'a Absence rates indicate a prevention effect in our largest t

study group in the Experiment, (Group #2) immediately following the

experiment, and.for the total group by the following year. pifferences

reach statistical significance two years after the experiment, but the

pattern is evident from the sixth grade on. Family File data

demonstrate prevention effects beginning in,the experimental year,

and continuing thrOugh the four years which follow. The effect tends

to diisappear the fifth yeaT of the follow up, suggesting a need for

reenforcement of the intervention about that,time. Sdhool Data

confirms the report of a positive ninth grade finding, and extends

that positive report back to the experimental year and f,orward into

the tenth and eleventh grade years hy most measures":.
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Data are subjected to the most conservative test our consultants

could recommend, and presented also in more typical fashion as a direct

experimental/control comparison. They a,re_further tested against
epidemiologic variables, chosen in early analysis of the cohort for .

comparability of the Experimental and Control groups.

School Data also indicates that ehe prevention effect may be
pretty well confined to appropriate later school environments, 4n

that it may have been dysfunctional irO)thers. The positive eff\

for the Experimental group is often reersed at Lincoln School.

Community Data also indieate,a p evention effect which may date
from the experimental yeAr, although t is effect is not as clear at
that point in time as the Family File lata effect. Statistically

significant differences Lhe proper irectibn begin two years after

the experimtnt, in the ninth grade ye , in both Police and Juvenile

Court data, and continue into the ten grade year in the Police Data.

.The pattern is clear throughout the j venile Court data: the lines

-begin to cOnverge after the experiruen1 cross about a year later, and

then remain in proper relationship.to each other throughout the follow

up period. Police data present a ve similar set of qurves, but the
the final year of he follow up,

east, Juvenile Cou and Police
n effect, particularly the ninth
e prevention effect into later
findin s with findin s from

-
positive effect seems to wear off in
in that data. However, at the very
Data-tend to 1) confirm the preventi
grade finding, and 2) extension of
years-, 3) liuttressin the School Da
sdcial systems of the larger commun

. The prevention effect appears/
generalizable to the community.

Recommendations

ty.

to be 1) real, 2) lasting, 3)

The major recommendation suggested by our data is that small
group techniques from.the mental health field be incorporated In

the school classroom. If these behavioral outcomes can result from
oneyear of such teaching, it is vssible that implementation K-12

wour4 change the face of our problem. The Report of the Joint
Commission on the Mental Health of Children and Youth suggested

we have 95,000,000 children in need of remedial help. . If official

records'are an adequate inde*, behavior problems are outracing our
capacity toedeal with them. //Prevention is the key to the future.
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What works? 1.k.2 broad sense the %teacher training program
which cOnseituted te independent variable in the Kansas City School
Behavior Project repttsents a way in which community mental hearth

centers and local schools might more deliberately and explicitly
attempt tomeet their obligation in the area of the social and
emotional development of children and youth. 'If successful,,rhese

prograths would both reduce the need for help anti increase the
effective mhnpower ratio.

ISuccesses
and Failures

The prevention-effect and the change in teacher operations
which made it possible were Major successes.

The major problems associated with the Kansas City School
Behavior project seem 'to have been those generally associated with
planning, operating and evaluating social action programs: meeting

the sometimes conflicting needs of the participating interest groups;
planning, operating and evaluating as we went along; and a limited
perspective which.controlled the data' gathered. Most of these
problems were a result of the experimental nature of the project,
and its relationship to the real school, world: For instance, it
would not be necessary in future implementations, to keep the
principals out of the classrooms, as was done in the original project.
This procedure removed an importanr source of support teachers were
used to having, and needed.,..-1.

Data suggests reinforcement would be useful for the pupils at

about the 10th grade level. Problems associated with the evaluation

also need not recur. Tools had to bak, developed, and methodology built,

which can now be utilized by others ag needed. Any new experiment
in this area should incorporate data on the later school environments,
to make recathmendations about the nature of the most effective
environments for reinforcing the press of the intervention.

Any experimental'work should be planned on a basis which can'be
maintained for at least five years, incorporating studies of the later
environments, if our experience is meaningful.-

Direct.implementation need not be accompanied by such an

extensive reseach design. A very few, very simple outcome factors

would
)

suffice to establish Accountability.



Funding
Sources

The Kansas City School Behavior Project was a pilot experimental
project. As such, there was a tremendous amount of staffing and
research for planning and evaluative purposes. That part of the s'

project is not necessary to the operational aspects of the intervention.
The actual techniques and approaches of the intervention caftbe used
very effectively without any significant expenditure of funds. The
project origpated with a $25,000 Planning grant from local Sources.
Both the sc4ol system and the mental health foundation held NIMH
grants to operate and evaluate the project during the decade of the

, 1960s. "The Institute for Community Studies completed that grant
sequence in about 1967. The Greater Kansas City Mental Health
Foundation reclaimed the project under) its contract with NIMH to

- operate the first Epidemiologic Field 'ktation for Mental Healthin
1968. At the Field Station, the project was assigned to Dr. Hartley,
who later joined the faculty of the University of Kansas Medical
School, apd completed the project evaluation funded by a grant from
the NIMH Center for Epidemiologic Studies.
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